Abstract. Multi-needle surgical planning is a quite complex and difficult job for doctors since the desired result is not very intuitive and has many constrains. The aim of this paper is let the computer automatically compute the operation scheme of the large liver tumor radiofrequency ablation, including puncture needles' number and their respective path. To solve the problem we proposed a semiautomatic approach based on 3D level set to segment liver tumor from CT volume. And based on the construction of the segmentation results, we proposed an algorithm to get an expected operation scheme. We develop a system implement the algorithm in this paper. It can help doctor to complete the surgical planning part almost automatically. The approach we proposed also can be used in other similar system.
Introduction
Primary liver tumors and liver metastases are of high clinical relevance. As a technique used to treat cancer, radiofrequency ablation is welcomed by doctors and patients since its minimally invasive, little pain and high security features [1] . RFA can locally destroy tumors using a percutaneous approach. And to apply this technology to the treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma and metastasis liver carcinoma, it also has achieved good clinical effect [2] .
In most radiofrequency ablation surgery procedures, doctors insert a puncture needle into the tumor, and then RFA process starts denaturizing the cells in ablation zone. For the small tumor, which only need once ablation puncture, doctors relying on experience can quickly find a desired puncture path, in image guided. But when the tumor is large, in order to prevent recurrence the tumor must be covered entirely by the ablation area. Use a single puncture needle to puncture several times is a viable strategy [3] . At this time of puncture path is not very intuitive, the doctor is very difficult to plan out the desired path. It is very meaningful in using computer to plan surgery path automatically, in such a situation. It also would be a very challenging job to make multiple needles puncture by the doctors, even if the problem of path planning can be solved. Doctors need to make sure that each needle puncture should be fairly accurate, while that in the case of multiple needles puncture is not easy to do. Using robots to assist doctors to puncture, can significantly reduce the burden of doctors and improve the quality of surgery because of the robot's characteristics of good stability and high precision.
To let the computer can automatically get the operation scheme according to our requirements, we proposed an approach to solve the problem. Our method based on CT image guided is effective and convergent. And in order to image preprocessing, we also proposed an method based on 3d level set to segment the tumor from the Ct volume. We develop a system based on above algorithms that can output the desired operation scheme.
Related work
In the current medical robot system, virtual reality, 3d reconstruction and collision detection technology are often used in surgery planning. Petehans et al. [4] has developed a three-dimensional navigation platform for liver tumors. Japanese Renishaw company have developed a preoperative International Conference on Engineering Management, Engineering Education and Information Technology (EMEEIT 2015) planning system named Neuro Mate [5] , it can simulate the process of piercing after it get the 3d reconstruction of lesion group and the puncture route. But these systems only adapt to the simple single needle puncture, and cannot help doctors to reduce the financial burden on the actual operation. Laurent et al. [6] proposed a method to choice the puncture target point and it achieve a desired result in a vitro experiment. Caroline et al. [7] have developed a simulation system for finding the puncture point in liver tumor and simulating the surgery. But these systems do not take the puncture point on skin into account, although it is very important in the actual operation. Liu [8, 9] et al. puts forward a method to find the puncture point on skin. But they not yet implement their algorithm in a real environment.
Methods
Goals of multi-needle surgical planning. In traditional surgery process, after the patient is under local anesthesia, the doctor would choose an appropriate puncture path according to the ultrasound guidance. And then the puncture needle be inserted into the predetermined position by doctors to destruct the tumor. For a small tumor, only a single puncture can destroy it. If the tumors had more than 3.5 cm diameter, they could be destroyed by two methods: firstly, use a cluster of needle instead of a single needle; secondly, use a single needle to puncture the tumor by several times [1] . In this paper, our solution is based on the strategy of the second.The work of this paper is mainly focused on the preoperative planning stage. The procedure of surgical planning is like this: firstly collect the CT images of the organization around the patient's liver before surgery. Then segment the main organization, such as bone, liver, vascular etc. and reconstruct them. Based on the 3d model, get the solution by the planning algorithm.Because of the needle used in RFA has strong rigidity and it will not deformation, so its track is a straight line. The planning results can be expressed as a series of entities as follows:{P A ，P B } ∈ R 3 * R 3 P A represents the puncture position on the skin and P B is the corresponding position in the tumor. P A P B is a expected path for a single RFA process. Several of them constituted the planning results.
Semiautomatic liver tumor segmentation with 3D level set. During our work, we found liver tumor segmentation is a very difficult task because of heterogeneous density and weak boundaries of the tumor. In addition, the tumor is usually surrounded by other structures that have similar intensity, which further complicates the processing. This paper proposes a semiautomatic approach to segment liver tumor from CT volume based on a 3D level set model. It only requires a few steps of user interaction to accomplish the segmentation. The pipeline of the proposed approach is shown in Fig.1 . The user first specifies a three-dimensional ROI by indicating a rectangle that contains the tumor tissue in a 2D slice (Fig.1a) and choosing the slice range that includes the tumor. This will generate a cuboid that embraces the whole tumor according to the specified rectangle so as to remove irrelevant parts of the volume. After that, anisotropic diffusion filtering is applied to CT images to reduce the noise while preserving salient edges (Fig.1b ). Then parameters of the level set formula will be computed based on the homogeneous region inside the tumor tissue or can be manually set by the user. Level set segmentation is performed on the filtered volume to produce the surface of the tumor (Fig.1c) . Due to the heterogeneous intensity of tumor and the existence of neighboring tissues, there may be some disconnected segments in the final contour. In this regard, a few morphological operations are performed to remove the unwished segments and refine the segmentation result (Fig.1d ). The anisotropic diffusion filter proposed by Perona and Malik [10] is employed to reduce the noise in CT images due to its capability to remove noise while preserving salient edges. This filter is defined as We employ the level set model proposed in [11] to segment liver tumor by using the following data term ( ) 1 IT ε =−− , where T and ε denote the central intensity and deviation of pixel intensities in the target region that will be segmented, respectively. In this model, D forces the model toward desirable edges in the input data,
is the mean curvature of the surface that forces the surface to remain smooth, and aò [0,1] is a free parameter that controls the degree of smoothness.The up-wind differencing scheme [12] is used to discretize the level set equation. Curvature is computed using the difference of normal method from [13] .
Puncture target spot in tumor planning. First of all, our method is based on a hypothesis that the effective ablation area would be seen as a sphere which center is the puncture needle tip in a single puncture process. And we set the sphere has a radius of y.In order to guarantee completely destroy the tumor, the tumor model would be expanded by its surrounding area, and the whole area be target areas. Depending on the shape of tumor, adjust the around area, make the total area become into a sphere. And we set the sphere has a radius of x.
So the planning problem can be simplified as:Use less as far as possible sphere with the radius of y to cover the x radius sphere.If y>x, just only need one y radius sphere obviously. But if y< x, the answer is not straightforward. For example, y = 25 and x = 15, what's the answer?
Even with the same number of puncture times, since the different arrangement, the final effect might be different.This paper proposes an algorithm to search for the best puncture points in the target area. The algorithm is based on voxel.The target area and its around tissue are stored into a 3d matrix, each voxel represents 1 mm3 volume. We define the loss function as follow:
N is the number of puncture. M is the number of voxels impacted by a single RFA. Represents a certain voxel and is the corresponding weight. Other cases, is a positive number as a penalty term.Thus, the problem can be written as:
Minimize: L Subject to:
T represents the tumor's all voxels. Vi represents the whole voxels of the impacted area by one puncture needle.In the process of optimization, each single voxel is counted only once.Obviously as algorithm in the iteration, the center area of the tumor will be treated, and then the area of expansion will be covered, at last some healthy tissue may be impacted.We use Nelder-mead method [14] to solve the problem. It is a heuristic search algorithm, can greatly improve the computational efficiency.Finally, our result is a series of targets and has the following form {P B1 , P B2 , P B3 …P Bn }.
Puncture spot on skin planning. In the last section we get the sequence of P B . For different P B we require a corresponding P A . Thus P A P B can constitute a puncture path. In the surgery, P A has the following constraints: 1) P A on the skin surface.
2) The path formed by P A P B does not interference with obstacles such as bone, blood vessels and so on.
3) The Angle between P A P B and XOY (Figure 2 .) plane should in a given range. Because puncture under different angles cause different pain degree felled by patient. And also, the scope of the robot's movement should be considered. In this paper, we using the third order continuous differentiable super quadric surface [15] to describe obstacles such as ribs and blood vessels. Their standard form in local coordinates as follow: T is the coordinates of the point on the surface in R 3 . f is convex function. Through homogeneous transformation, they will be placed to the right place.The abdominal skin fitting for the following forms of parametric equation:
The algorithm we used to search desired P A is as follows: As shown in figure 2, fit a plane M' paralleled with XOY plane at z=h. P Bi projection on the M for P Bi ' . Used P Bi ' as the center of circle, we make a d radius circle A. d = h*tanθ. θ+ ξ = Π/2 . ξ is the Angle between P A P B and XOY plane.After input ξ, we can get θ. Set P ci as the starting point and update P ci on the circumference of circle A in step β, until we find a P cit meet P Bi P cit and obstacle's distance is greater than the γ. Then the intersection P Ai of M and P Bi P Cit is the solution. Which the value of β and γ is set according to the specific circumstances. Adopting literature, we use the interior point method [16] to calculate the distance between P Bi P Cit with the obstacle.
Results and Simulations
we developed a system which functions integrates the ct-scan, 3d reconstruction and surgery planning etc. Figure 3 and figure 4 shows some features of the system. [17] . It runs on the workstation that installed Windows 7 system and use Intel core i3 processor and has 4 GB memory. We collected the CT images of the parts of pig's liver as the original data to verify the algorithm proposed in this paper. The dimension of each CT image is 512*512, and the slice thickness is 1mm. Totally there are 256 slices. Assuming the largest diameter of the tumor area is less than 50mm,then the radiofrequency ablation target area is a spherical radius of 25mm with the center of tumor as its center. Choose the puncture needle with 15mm radius of ablation to surgery. Figure 7 shows the planning results. First and second presents the situation that after the fifth puncture. The third presents the situation after twentieth puncture.The fourth displays the position of the twenty needle placement.It will be altogether 20 puncture points in the tumor, and the coverage of the ablation target area is 100%. They will affect 7878mm3 normal tissue at the same time. After got the coordinates of the puncture target, we set θ=30，β=1 to find the location of the corresponding skin puncture point as the algorithm we proposed. Figure 9 shows the corresponding path of one puncture target points.As you can see, the planning of the path meets the needs of the surgery. The set of all puncture target points' corresponding path is our planning results.
Conclusion
In this paper, an approach segment the tumor from CT image and an algorithm that get the desired puncture path in RFA are proposed. Our algorithms are robust that parameters can be changed according to the actual situation. And our algorithm can obtain an good effect with little iterations.
Based on the algorithm, we developed a system that integrates the ct-scan, semi-automatic segmentation, 3d reconstruction and surgery planning, and other functions. The final planning result can be export and used for the piercing robot control system.Our subsequent work will focus on the factors such as soft tissue deformation, breathing exercises that may affect accuracy of operation.
